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You are great at what you do, so you decide to start your own business.
You’ve had your ups and downs, but things are going pretty well...until
they’re not anymore! You wake up one day, and suddenly you realize that
your business is taking over your life. It could be a variety of things that
are causing you frustration and overwhelm...you are experiencing growing
pains.
 
When I started my bridal beauty agency over 20 years ago, I didn’t know
anything about business; I just knew that I was a really good hairdresser
and that I didn’t like working for someone else, and, well...how hard
could it be? I have to tell you that the worst thing that happened to me
was that I started doing really well, very quickly. Yes, you heard me right,
that was the worst thing that could have happened to me. Ok, I
exaggerate, it’s not the worst thing that could have happened, it was
actually pretty awesome at the time, and it was what ultimately led me to
become a business consultant. The problem wasn’t doing really well very
quickly...the problem was with doing really well very quickly, without
knowing how to structure a business for growth. You can build the most
beautiful home, but if it is built on an unstable foundation, eventually it’s
going to crack.
 
When you first started working for yourself and doing everything
yourself, things were pretty manageable. It wasn’t until your business
started to gain momentum, and you continued to do the work of the
business yourself, PLUS attempt to run the business AND make plans to
grow the business (all still by yourself) that the problems began. Before
you know it, you are running your business on sheer determination and a
lot of sweat and tears, juggling a million balls in the air. You are working
around the clock to keep up with the demands of your business, and this
is when things can quickly spin out of control. You need to make some
changes in your business if you are to have any chance of growing the
business to the point of creating true financial success and freedom in
your life.  You are frustrated, burnt out, and you are not quite sure where
to even start...you are officially in over your head!
 
This is what happened to me and what ultimately led me down the path
of learning anything and everything I could about business. 
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My business was doing well, but I was miserable and knew I couldn’t go
on like this! My lack of business knowledge was catching up with me, and
my sheer determination and hard work weren’t cutting it anymore...I
needed help! This was over 20 years ago, and with no internet or free
Ebooks to help me out, I was basically on my own. I read every business
book I could get my hands on, went to every business seminar I could
find, but honestly, most of my knowledge and eventually, success came
from trial and error (and a lot of sleepless nights!)
 
Fast forward 20+ years and MANY sleepless nights later, and here we are.
Along with running my own successful business for over 20 years, I have
also been doing business consulting for the past 10 years. When I started
helping small business owners who were experiencing “growing pains” in
their businesses, I began to hear the same complaints over and over again.
The type of business, number of years in business, number of employees,
etc. could all be different, but their main complaints were all the same.
Their “growing pains” basically consisted of the same eight complaints
over and over again. Let’s go over the complaints now and don’t worry, we
are going to revisit these complaints, and I will give you some practical,
actionable advice to help you out a little bit later .
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The 8 Most Common
Small Business

Complaints



# 1
My business is taking over my life!

 
You started your business anticipating how much freedom you would have,
but instead, you end up running yourself ragged and yet making no progress.
You are spending too much time IN your business that you don’t have any
time to spend ON your business! Maybe you are still the main (or only)
person doing the “work” of the business. You are a hairdresser who opened a
salon, but you still spend the majority of your time with clients leaving you
no time to grow the business. You work all day and then spend your nights
dealing with mundane tasks and putting out fires. This could be true no
matter what the “work” of the business is...hairdresser, photographer, graphic
designer, mechanic, florist, etc. You dream of growing your business, but all
your time is spent just getting by.  

 

#2
The marketplace is oversaturated; there is too

much competition.
 

The bad news is, it’s true, the marketplace is more competitive and
oversaturated than it has ever been. The good news is that there is something
you can do to use this fact to your advantage, you just have to know how
(don’t worry, I’ll tell you how later!)
 

#3
I can’t find good help, or I am having problems

with my staff!
 
This is probably the #1 complaint I get from my consulting clients who
employ any staff. When you first started your business, and you were doing
everything yourself, you had control over how things got done, but as soon as
your business started growing and you began to rely on other people...all hell
broke loose. Leadership is one of the trickiest aspects of running a business
and not knowing what works and what doesn’t before you start hiring,
training, and managing people is the quickest road to disaster.
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#4
I can get interested clients. I just can’t seem to get

them to commit.
 
Your inbox is full and your phone is ringing (which is a great thing), but
when push comes to shove, you just can’t seem to get prospective customers
to actually become paying customers.   
 

#5
Shiny Object Syndrome

 
Most entrepreneurs are visionaries, and their minds are constantly filled with
new and exciting ideas. That’s a great thing...where the problem comes in is
when you are trying to do too many things at once. You go from project to
project, never really making any real progress. Typically, what happens is you
are trying to grow the business AND still trying to get new clients as well as
putting out fires. You begin to feel like a hamster on a wheel...running
yourself ragged without seeing any results.
 

#6
I can’t get people to pay what I am worth!

 
You know you are great at what you do, but everyone seems to be looking for
a bargain.  You don’t want to lower your prices or offer discounts, but it
seems to be the only way that you can keep consistent work coming in. Or
maybe you don’t know how much to charge?
 

#7
I have no idea what to do or where to start?

 
It feels like you have tried everything to get your business back on track but
nothing seems to be making a difference! You are spending time and money
with no results, and  you don’t know what else to do! The bottom line is, you
don’t know what you don’t know.  This was where I found myself when 
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everything in my business seemed to implode. And, it doesn’t help that you
have a thousand people crowding your social media and inbox claiming to
have the latest and greatest “secret weapon” that will completely change your
business and fix all your problems (spoiler alert...there is no such thing!) I
have also found that when clients tell me that they have tried “marketing”
their business, what they really mean is that they have tried advertising.
There is a big difference between marketing and advertising, and knowing
this difference and having a solid marketing plan in place is essential to
creating a consistent stream of new prospective clients.
 

#8
I am feeling overwhelmed, anxious, frustrated,
scared, tired, burnt out, confused, angry, etc…

 
I couldn’t finish this list without including what is, in my opinion, one of the
most important (if not THE most important) aspects of being a successful
entrepreneur...mindset! Being an entrepreneur is not for the faint of heart.
You are a unique breed, but you are still human, and with being human
comes having to deal with negative beliefs and emotions. “You're not good
enough.” and “Who do you think you are.” seem to be two of the most
common. Fear, doubt, overwhelm & confusion can creep up and keep you
from making the decisions and taking the actions necessary to take your
business to the next level. In the later part of this report, I will give you some
tools and practical advice for dealing with negative thoughts and emotions,
which will  help you move forward in your business and in your life.
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There are (of course) other issues that can come up as you attempt to grow
your business, but these are the most common that I have experienced.  
 
As I mentioned earlier, I am going to address each of these eight complaints
later in this report and give you some practical advice and direction to help
you start to identify the weak spots in your business and then create a plan to
get your business back on track to creating financial success and freedom!  I
am also going to address some of the mindset obstacles that may be holding
you back, but before I do that, I think it’s important to go over the eight
essential areas of business first. 
 
Each of the complaints is going to fall under one or more of these eight
categories so I want you to have a clear idea of what each one is, why it is
important and what can happen if this area is not in order. As I go through
these eight areas, I want you to think about how your business relates and
what area(s) of your business may currently need some attention. 
 
You may already be familiar with some of the ideas I am going to present in
this report but I urge you to look at them with new eyes and with the bigger
picture in mind. Know that there is no “magic bullet” to success, there will be
work involved, but there are a lot of things that can and will help you to get
organized, stay focused and save you time and money so that you can quickly
get the results that you desire. 
 
Let’s get started…
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The 8 Essential 
Areas of Business



The 8 essential areas of
business are:

 
Vision

 

Policies
 

Systems & Procedures
 

Leadership
 

Brand
 

Marketing
 

Growth
 

Mindset
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Vision
 

What it is: 
A vision is a vivid mental image of what you want your business to be at
some point in the future, based on your goals and aspirations. 
 

This area may need attention if...
 

You find that your focus and efforts are scattered.
 

You find yourself working on too many projects but not completing
anything.
 

You have lost motivation and passion for your business.
 

You are having a hard time creating your brand, pricing, policies and/or
systems.
 

Your marketing efforts seem to be inconsistent, or ineffective.
 

Why it’s important:
Everything starts with your vision! 
 
A business vision is vital for keeping you on track and keeping you motivated
to keep moving forward. It’s important to have a clear and vivid picture in
your head of where you want your business to go. 
 
Along with your vision, your mission is also important. The difference
between a business vision and business mission is that your vision is where
you want your business to go in the future, and your mission is the reason
you do what you do right now. Your vision and your mission are both
integral parts of business, and are essential to keeping you focused and on
track so that you can get where you want to go quickly. 
 
Along with your vision and your mission for your business, it is also
important to determine what your unique position is within your industry
(or what you want it to be). This is what is called your Unique Selling
Proposition or USP, and what will make you stand out in the marketplace. 
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Most industries have some segment of customers who are looking for some
unique area of that industry. For instance, a photographer could specialize in
weddings or even better...narrow it down even further and specialize in beach
weddings. A dog groomer could specialize in dogs with special needs. A
graphic designer could specialize in working with athletic companies. A
personal trainer could specialize in working with fitness models. You get the
idea...the possibilities are endless. 
 
You may be thinking that you are in an industry that is more cut and dry and
doesn’t have room for a specialty or “niche.” This may just mean that you
need to get more creative OR that your USP is not going to be a specific
“niche” within your industry, but more a unique way that you package or
perform your service OR a certain style that you are known and recognized
for. Also, keep in mind that just because you specialize in a particular area of
your industry does not mean that you can't do other work, it just means that
your marketing should focus on this particular niche.  The photographer who
specializes in beach weddings may want to market to couples after the
wedding to do their family photos, they may just choose not to use these
types of photos in their marketing.
 
Developing your vision, your mission, and your USP, should give you a clear
picture of who you are and where you are going. Having this knowledge is
going to make all of your decisions easier and more clear cut.  Is what I’m
doing in line with what I represent now (my mission), where I am going (my
vision) and who I am in the marketplace (your USP)?  If yes, then it’s a smart
decision!  If no, then it’s not a good decision for your business. 
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Systems & Procedures 
 

What it is:
Simply put, your systems and procedures are the consistent and documented
ways that you do anything and everything in your business AND how you
organize them. This includes sending emails, booking and scheduling clients,
following up, bookkeeping, marketing, hiring, managing, doing the work of
the business, following up, etc. Let me reiterate that these are consistent and
documented ways you do things. If you don’t have a consistent way of doing
these things and they aren’t documented, then you aren’t following a system,
you are just completing tasks. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You find yourself doing the same things over and over again, taking up time
and energy.
 

You are unable to give your clients a consistent experience, which leads to
distrust.
 

You are having problems effectively training and managing staff.
 

You have become overwhelmed and stressed out, spending all of your time on
the mundane tasks of the business and constantly putting out fires. 
 

Why it’s important:
There are so many things that can go wrong if you don’t have a consistent
way of doing everything in your business, and it is equally important to
document all of your systems and procedures, especially if you have any
desire to grow your business. When the time comes to hire staff, the worst
thing you can do is rely on the staff to make decisions and do things at their
own discretion. You need a systematic way of doing things that you can train
your staff to do. Your goal should be to have a “system dependent”, not a
“people dependent” business.  Just as important as developing your
procedures, it is equally important to find the right tools that will help you
systematize and automate those procedures to save you time and money.
Company manual, checklists, scheduling systems, CRM systems, and
autoresponders are your best friends (and cheapest workers).
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Policies 
 

What it is:
Your company policies outline the responsibilities and “rules” for every area
of your business for the employees and clients as well as yourself (the
employer). Everything that your company does should be documented in a
company manual, in your contracts, and in your FAQs. Your policies can also
be something that sets your company apart from the competition, and any
policy that is part of your Unique Selling Proposition (USP) should be
included in your marketing materials and website. For example, if your
policy is that your work is 100% guaranteed, this is something that is
important for your prospects to know.  
 

This area may need attention if...
You find yourself doing the same things over and over, taking up time and
energy.
 

You spend a lot of time answering the same questions over and over.
 

You are having issues with customer complaints.
 

You are having problems with staff. 
 

Why it’s important:
Without policies and procedures, your company is a free-for-all, with no
boundaries and no leadership. Even if you are the only employee, you need to
have strong, thought out policies in place for yourself and your clients and
they need to be enforced. Also, without consistent and documented policies,
you will find yourself constantly “reinventing the wheel” and having to make
decisions as they come up over and over again.
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Leadership 
 

What it is:
The word leadership can mean a lot of different things to different people,
but for this guide, I am defining leadership as anything and everything that is
involved in overseeing staff. This includes hiring, training, managing,
enforcing rules, motivating, inspiring & firing. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You are having problems finding help.
 

Employees don’t seem to be catching on.
 

You find yourself constantly having to “babysit” staff.
 

There seems to be a clear divide between workers and management.
 

You are hearing (or getting) complaints from employees.
 

You are getting complaints from customers about employees. 
 

Why it’s important:
Being an effective leader is one of the hardest and most complicated areas of
business, and unlike many proven “marketing” techniques, there is much
debate on what actually makes an effective leader and ultimately an effective
and happy team. 
 
I have my own opinions based on personal experience and hours of study that
I will share with you in the last portion of this guide, but it is, no doubt, one
of the most important skills you will need to learn in order to grow your
business effectively. 
 
If you don’t have a clear leadership strategy and plan, you will most likely end
up with unhappy and ineffective employees and unhappy and distrustful
clients, and things can get out of control very quickly. If you have hopes of
growing your business, it is imperative that you have clear, concise, and
documented policies, procedures and systems for finding, hiring, training
and managing staff.
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Brand 
 

What it is:
A brand is the collective impact or lasting impression from all that is seen,
heard, or experienced by customers who come into contact with a company
and/or its products and services. Think of your brand as your company’s
personality.  Just like you make an assumption based on the way a person
presents themselves to you, this is also true of your business. 
 
I think it’s important to mention that it doesn’t matter what YOUR
impression of your business is, only the impression that OTHERS are left
with. Different aspects of your brand include your company name, your logo,
website, social media, color scheme, dress code, consistency (or
inconsistency), marketing message, pricing, policies, correspondence,
products services, how you package and deliver those products and/or
services, as well as what you say and how you say it. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You are finding it hard to attract your ideal prospect.
 

Your marketing efforts seem to be ineffective or inconsistent.
 

You are constantly trying to “convince” prospects to become customers. 
 

Why it’s important:
You know the old saying...you never get a second chance to make a first
impression, and that has never been truer than in our “ADHD” society.
Everyone has the attention span of a gnat and it is your job (if you want to be
successful) to make a clear and consistent impression on prospective clients.
It is also important to follow through on that consistency throughout your
client’s experience with your company. You may have impressed them with
your luxurious, high-end website and marketing materials, but if you don’t
follow through with a luxurious and high-end experience from beginning to
end, you are going to lose them, or you may still get one sale, but you
certainly won’t convert them into a loyal customer. Your brand should go
hand in hand and clearly represent your vision, your mission, and your USP.
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Marketing 
 

What it is:
Marketing is the strategy and tactics that you use to get your ideal market to
know you, trust you, and become a customer. This includes advertising,
promotion, branding, publicity, public relations, sales, and follow up. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You aren’t attracting enough prospects.
 

You aren’t attracting the right type of prospects.
 

You are spending a lot of time with interested prospects who never become
paying customers.
 

You are spending a lot of time and money without any results.
 

You don’t have enough business coming in.
 

You aren’t making enough money! 
 

Why it’s important:
Without marketing and, more specifically, a clear, concise, and effective
marketing strategy, it is nearly impossible to run and most definitely
impossible to grow a successful business. Most people confuse marketing
with advertising but as I mentioned before, marketing includes all of the
strategies and tactics used to attract a customer; this includes, but is not
limited to, advertising. People also think of marketing only as it pertains to
finding new clients, but an effective marketing campaign should have three
parts: before, during, and after. 
 
Determining who your ideal market is, what your marketing message is going
to be and where you will find these prospects is the before.  How you are
going to gain the prospective’s trust, follow up with them, and get them to
become a paying customer is during. How you deliver that service, foster a
long term relationship with them, and get them to refer you to their friends
and family is after. 
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Remember, when you are creating a marketing campaign to stay focused on
your vision, mission, USP, and brand. When you are crafting a marketing
message, make sure to stay focused on the consumer. The majority of small
businesses focus on themselves in their marketing; we’re the best, we’ve been
around the longest, we have the best customer service, etc.  This is all well
and good, but what the customer really wants to know is...what’s in it for me?
How are you going to make my life better? What problem can you solve for
me, and how can you do it better than anyone else? THIS is what your
marketing message should be focused on.
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Growth 
 

What it is:
Business Growth is a stage where the business reaches the point for
expansion and seeks additional options to generate more profit. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You are feeling frustrated and burnt out.
 

You start lots of new projects but never finish them.
 

You aren’t quite sure how to grow or diversify your business.
 

Why it’s important:
Growing your business is what is going to allow you to ultimately have your
business work for you! If done correctly, it is going to give you more time,
freedom, and money. It is the vision that keeps you motivated and passionate
about your business. 
 
Any small business owner who does the “work” of the business and is seeing
some success is going to, most likely, get to a point where they need to ask
themselves, “Do I want to work for myself, or do I want to be a business
owner?” If you want to work for yourself, your main job will remain doing
the work of the business and then working ON the business when you have
time. If you want to be a business owner, you will need to shift your focus
from doing the work of the business and start focusing on marketing and
growing your business.  Even if you are in a creative field such as a
hairdresser, photographer, artist, etc. and your craft brings you joy, at some
point trading your time for money is going to catch up with you and you are
going to want to start thinking of ways in which you can diversify and grow
your business.  
 
This all goes, once again, back to your vision, and what you ultimately want
for your business and for your life. Whatever your path, there is no right or
wrong decision...it is what works for you and takes you closer to your vision
but if you do want to grow your business, the first place to start is
mindset...start thinking, acting and making decisions like a business owner,
not a worker who just so happens to work from themselves.
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Mindset 
 

What it is:
Your mindset is the collection of thoughts that shape your beliefs. Your
mindset affects everything that you think, feel, and do. 
 

This area may need attention if...
You are letting fear hold you back.
 

You are easily frustrated or upset by things.
 

You find yourself feeling overwhelmed, anxious, scared, or angry.
 

You have lost hope! 
 

Why it’s important:
I can’t begin to stress how important mindset is!  When I first created this
list, there were only seven essential areas, but my gut kept telling me that I
HAD to add mindset to the list...it’s just too important to leave off.  We have
all heard the quotes about mindset and having a positive attitude, and these
quotes consistently come from some of the most extraordinary people in the
world...this isn’t a coincidence!
 
“If you think you can or you think you can’t, you’re right.” 
Henry Ford 
 

“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement.” 
Hellen Keller 
 

“Where focus goes, energy grows.” 
Tony Robbins 
 

“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” 
Henry David Thoreau 
 

“No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.”  
Eleanor Roosevelt
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Mindset and how it relates to success is not some woo woo theory; there is
study after study proving this fact.  Things like the placebo effect, as well as
studies on visualization by athletes, show scientifically how powerful our
mind is.  Carol Dweck, a renowned Stanford Psychologist, developed a
scientifically backed theory around our ability for growth and skill
development by adopting a “growth” versus a “fixed” mindset.  People with a
fixed mindset believe that their intelligence, talents, and abilities are fixed
traits where a person with a growth mindset believes that their abilities,
talents, and intelligence can be developed through learning, effort, and
persistence.  
 
I am sure that I am preaching to the choir with most of you...being an
entrepreneur guarantees that you will be put into situations that will
constantly test your thoughts and beliefs.  We wouldn’t be human if we
didn’t deal with negative, limiting beliefs on occasion.  
 
While I have no doubt that you are a badass and have adopted tools to help
deal with negative beliefs and mindset, I still thought it was important to list
it here and to remind you that it’s ok to have these thoughts...we can’t help
what pops into our heads but what we can do is be conscious of those
thoughts and not let them take hold of us. In order to grow in our lives and
in our businesses, we have to continue to challenge our limiting beliefs and
consistently work on keeping our minds in check.
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I hope that this has helped to give you an idea of the areas of your business that may
need your attention. Now, let’s go back and look at those 8 common complaints

again, and this time, I will tell you what area of business they fall under and give you
some practical advice to help you start to get things back on track.



My business is taking over my life! 
 

Why:  
One of the reasons that your business may seem to be taking over your life is
that you have not created systems and procedures for doing things.
Everything...and I mean EVERYTHING that you do in your business should
have a system to it, and this system should be consistent and documented.
When you don’t have systems and procedures 1) you are having to constantly
figure things out over and over again 2) things fall through the cracks, and
then you have to spend time cleaning up messes 3) you aren’t doing things
consistently which can cause major problems in other areas of your business
and 4) if you have staff, you won’t be able to effectively and efficiently train
and manage them. 
 
Along the same lines as procedures and systems, another reason that your
business may have gotten out of control is that you don’t have consistent and
documented policies. Every time a new problem arises, you have to stop and
think about what to do. You are constantly putting out fires and don’t have
any time to focus on the areas of your business that a business owner should
be focused on, such as marketing and growth. 
 
If you have any staff at all, you may be struggling with some leadership issues
that are draining your time and energy. The aspects of finding, hiring,
training, motivating, and managing people can be some of the most draining
and time-consuming aspects of running a business. This also goes back to
systems, procedures, and policies. Unless you want to be spending all your
time babysitting, you need to create a “system dependent” not a “people
dependent” business.
 
This means that you are not relying on your staff to make decisions and take
actions at their own discretion...instead, you are giving them the direction
(by way of your systems and policies) that they need to do things in a
consistent way. 
 
You may also be stuck at a point where a lot of small business owners find
themselves in which they know they need help, but they are scared. They are
barely keeping their head above water so they don’t think that they can 
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afford to hire any help, but the truth is that once they do take the risk and
hire help, it can finally free them up to bring in more business and be able to
more than cover the new hire (and then some). I like to think about it in
these terms...how many more jobs would you need to bring in in order to be
able to hire someone?  Now, how much time would hiring someone free you
up to work on marketing and bringing in more business? Chances are, it’s not
as many jobs as you may think it is. As long as you can make the
commitment to spend your newfound time working on marketing, I am
confident you can bring in the extra work to more than cover the new staff.
 

What to do:  
Sit down with a notepad or your computer and think about the steps
involved in running your business. Visualize how you do everything from
start to finish, including Interested Clients, Booked Clients, Scheduling,
Service Preparation, Service, Follow Up, Finances, Marketing,
Staffing...EVERYTHING! 
 
As you think about each area, write it down. Ideally, for every single area,
you will want to create a clear and consistent system and write down all of
the steps involved. For instance...your “Interested Client System” might
include things like: email pricing information, follow up with a phone call,
follow up with an email 1 week later, follow up with another email 2 weeks
later, etc. Having each “system” created and documented is going to help you
to see more clearly any gaps or problems that may need to be worked out for
that particular area. 
 
Once you have everything fine-tuned and documented, you will ideally want
to find a way to completely systematize using online apps and services such
as CRM, autoresponders, scheduling software, etc.
 
Once you have all your systems in place, go through every area of your
business again and think about what your policies are for each particular
area. Make sure they are consistent and documented. Think about not only
how you do things, but what can and has gone wrong in your business and
create a policy for those things as well. Do you consistently have clients that
change their minds on what services they want? Create a policy and make it
clearly known to your clients when and how they can change their minds
about what services they will receive.  Have employees who are always late? 
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Make a policy for tardiness and make sure your employees know the rules
AND the consequences if they break the rules. Play devil’s advocate and
think of anything and everything you can think of that could and should have
a policy!
 
Many of your leadership problems will be resolved once you create clear cut
procedures, systems, and policies for everything and then make them known
to your employees.
 

Mindset: 
You may feel as though it will take too much time to set up your procedures,
systems, and policies, but you are spending that time on unproductive tasks
because you don’t have those things in place. Set aside some uninterrupted
time and just do it. You will never be able to grow your business if you don’t.
One of the things that I ask myself when creating systems, procedures, and
policies is, will this work if my business were to double tomorrow? Triple? 
Quadruple? If your “Interested Client System” currently consists of writing a
prospect’s information in a notebook and checking it every day to see if you
need to follow up may be working now, but would that same system work if
you were servicing 100 people a month? 1000? I don’t think so. 
 
Another huge mindset obstacle when it comes to setting up policies is fear of
criticism and not being ‘fair.’ The bottom line is, fair is subjective, and you
are the boss, so you get to decide what fair means to you and your business!
Just be careful that you are not coming from a place of fear or scarcity while
creating your policies and procedures. Instead, think about what you and
your company truly stand for and create your policies accordingly. You may
be scared to offer a money-back guarantee, but if your business and your
brand is one that stands for ultimate customer satisfaction, it is something
you may want to offer. 
 
Whatever you decide you want your policies to be, make sure they are
something that you feel good about and that you can enforce. Being
inconsistent with your prospects, customers, and employees is a sure way to
erode their trust in you and will create nothing but problems.
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The marketplace is oversaturated; there is too
much competition. 

 

Why: 
It seems like the marketplace is oversaturated and there is too much
competition because, well...there is! It is easier than ever to set up a fancy
website, throw up a few ads on Google, and...voila...you have a business! I can
almost guarantee, though, that most of these businesses are barely making
ends meet. I am not going to sugar coat it; you have to be way savvier in
business today than you did when I started out 23 years ago. The internet
changed the game for everyone! The good news is that there are still a large
number of very successful small businesses that are thriving in today’s
oversaturated market. It is an obstacle, but it is not an excuse!
 

What to do: 
You HAVE to stand out in business! Most small businesses adopt a “look at
me” attitude when it comes to marketing and branding their businesses.
Everyone standing around announcing that they are the best, they have the
best service, best quality, best prices, etc. “Look at me!” “No, over here...look
at me!” This is exhausting and totally ineffective, especially in the long run.
The key is to use this to your advantage. If the majority of people are doing
the same thing and “selling” themselves as a commodity, it is imperative that
you figure out what makes you truly unique in the marketplace and
everything you do and say in your marketing AND in the way you do
business has to be consistent and in line with that unique position. It could
be a particular niche or a certain style or brand. It could be the way you
package or deliver your service that makes you unique, but there has to be
SOMETHING! Your ultimate goal is that when your ideal prospect comes
across your business, you want them to say, “YES, they get me, this is exactly
what I have been looking for!” 
 
When you can truly differentiate yourself from your competition, then you
will practically eliminate your competition! Once you have figured out who
you are (or who you want to be) in business, make sure that all of your
marketing efforts are focused on your ideal target market and your Unique
Selling Position (USP).
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Mindset: 
I know that it’s scary to put yourself out there and be different, so most
people try to be everything to everyone but, I am telling you, this is the
easiest way to become a commodity in which prospective clients are just
shopping you against your competition based on price. 
 
Figure out who you truly are and stay consistent with that. You may be
feeling like you need to completely “re-brand” your business, but you don’t
have the time or money. Just take it a step at a time and begin to think about
what you can do right now to start and differentiate yourself from the
competition. Start with things like the verbiage on your website, social media
and marketing materials; those are typically things that are pretty easy to
change. Make sure that you have a clear vision of who you are and make sure
that moving forward...everything you do, say and represent is in line with
that vision.
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I can’t find good help, or I am having problems
with my staff! 

 

Why: 
When it comes time to hire staff, most small business owners look for the
most talented and most experienced people they can find. Although some
may disagree with me, I strongly disagree with this approach! I am not saying
that you want to hire a bunch of knuckleheads to work for you, but what I
am saying is that you want to hire first on character and then on talent and
experience. People can be very complicated and unpredictable, and if you
don’t have clear procedures, systems and policies for hiring, training,
managing and motivating your staff that are in line with your mission and
your vision, you are undoubtedly going to run into trouble.
 

What to do: 
I mentioned hiring based on character above talent and experience, and the
way to successfully do this is to become a “system dependent” rather than a
“people dependent” business. What this means is that YOU decide how
things are done in your business instead of leaving it up to your employees.
Don’t hire a customer service manager because they have customer service
experience and then leave it up to them to handle the customer service of
your business at their own discretion. YOU decide how you want everything
handled in your business and then create clear procedures, systems, and
policies. Make sure everything is documented and then train your staff on
how you expect things to be done. 
 
This goes for not only your customer service manager but for any position
you create in your company. Do you think that Starbucks hires people
because they know how to make a great cup of coffee and then just give them
a green apron and let them loose? Of course not, new hires go through a
detailed training process known as the “Starbucks Experience” in which they
learn not only how to make excellent coffee but also an overview of the
company’s history and culture, where the coffee is grown as well as how it is
harvested and roasted. Because of Starbucks' strong vision and brand, they
also feel as though it is important to educate their employees on how they
treat their farmers as well as their commitment to social responsibility.
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Once you have your strong hiring, training, motivating, and managing
systems in place, you also need to know what it takes to be a good leader.
Setting clear boundaries is a great start! People crave structure and they need
to know what to expect and what is expected of them, and then you need to
be consistent. Be quick to validate and kind in your criticism. Be open and
honest, but don’t try to be everyone’s friend. Send a clear message that you
truly care about your employees and their future but make sure they know
that your first priority is your business and what your company stands for.
Give second chances but don’t be afraid to let someone go if your gut is
telling you they just aren’t right for you and aren’t in line with your mission
and vision.
 

Mindset: 
You may be afraid to set clear boundaries and guidelines for your employees,
fearing that if they are too strict, your employees are not going to feel that
they have the freedom to be themselves. This may be true of some people but
if this is the case and you have employees who complain about the way you
want them to do things...these are not your people! Good employees with
good character are going to appreciate the fact that you run a successful
business that they can feel proud of. 
 
Not surprisingly, when surveyed about job satisfaction, employees did state
compensation as one of the top reasons for job satisfaction, but what you
may find surprising is that in a survey of over 600 people by the Society for
Human Resources, among the top reasons were also: respectful treatment of
all employees at all levels, trust between employees and senior management,
opportunities to use your skills and abilities in your work, feeling safe in your
work environment, immediate supervisor’s respect for your ideas,
management’s recognition of employee job performance, communication
between employees and senior management and management’s
communication of organization’s goals and strategies...all things that you
have control over in your business. 
 
I know that most people are concerned with being fair, but as I have
mentioned before, it is up to you to determine what is fair in your business
and as long as you are making your expectations, boundaries, and guidelines
known upfront in a clear and concise way to your employees then it is their
personal responsibility to live up to the job outlined and do things as you
want them to be done or to face the (very clear and documented)
consequences.
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I can get interested clients. I just can’t seem to get
them to commit. 

 

Why: 
The good news is that you are getting prospects, so at least some of your
marketing efforts are working. The bad news is that you aren’t getting the
right prospects. I am sure you would agree, it’s better to have five interested
clients and book three than to have to deal with 100 interested prospects and
only book three. If you are getting some interested clients, you may have
differentiated yourself to a certain extent, but it could be that your “brand”
or “USP” is not consistent. When a prospective client doesn’t feel as though
their experience with your company is consistent or cohesive, it can diminish
their trust in you. 
 
It could also be that your “Interested Client System” needs some attention, or
maybe you don’t have an “Interested Client System” at all, and you need to
create one. At certain points in my business, I would do a little competition
shopping, and I was blown away by the fact that the majority of companies,
after sending me their initial information and pricing information, never
followed up...not even once! 
 
Just like with your marketing message, you should also always be focused on
the prospect when you are in the “gaining trust” phase. So many people
launch into a big spiel all about their company and what makes them special
when they should be focused on what they can do for their client!
 

What to do:  
First of all, take a look at your “brand” and your marketing message and ask
yourself if they are consistent? Is there anything that could be confusing your
prospects?  Remember, if you confuse them, you lose them. Once they are
interested, your main job is to gain their trust. Also, remember that people
purchase based on emotions and then justify their purchase with logic. Keep
this in mind in your marketing efforts, as well as your interactions with
prospects. Take a look at where you are marketing and to whom you are
marketing. If you are not attracting your ideal target market, then one of two
things are off 1) you are fishing in the wrong pond or 2) you are using the
wrong bait (or possibly both). 
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As I mentioned before, when you are talking to prospects, make sure you are
focused on them and what they want or need.  You may be going on and on
about the quality of your service, but they may be more interested in how
quickly you can get the job done. Ask them questions, get to know about
them before you go into all the features and benefits of your service. People
do business with people they trust, and people trust people who they connect
with. It’s hard to connect with someone when you are doing all the talking
about yourself and your business. 
 
Finally, make sure that you are on top of your marketing efforts and you
know where your business is going. You can do this by using analytics as well
as asking people when you talk to them how they heard about you. With this
information, you can do some experimenting with your marketing, trying
different tactics to see what works. If you don’t already have Google
Analytics on your site, you should do that right away. With this information,
you can see exactly who is coming to your site, where they came from, and
how much time they are spending on each page. This is incredibly useful
information to have, especially when planning your marketing strategies. 
 
Once you know what works and what doesn’t work, you can begin to fine-
tune and ramp up your efforts in those areas that are most successful.
 

Mindset: 
The biggest mindset obstacle with this problem is frustration. It’s like
dating...if you go on a hundred dates and everyone you meet is a complete
ass, you start to get jaded and inevitably start to think to yourself, “Maybe it’s
me?”. Well, sometimes, to be totally honest, it might be you. Just like the
example: imagine if you are on a date and the person you are with goes on
and on about themselves without ever asking about you...what a turn-off,
right?  Or, can you imagine going on a first date and asking someone to
marry you? Of course not, but that is what a lot of business owners do;
instead of trying to gently nurture their prospects and gain their trust, they
dig in to close the deal right away. 
 
I know that it can also be frustrating to keep trying different things and not
have anything seem to be working but ask yourself if you are truly trying new
things or are you just placing new ads in different places, but everything else
is the same. 
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The bottom line is, it is what it is.  If things aren’t working, they aren’t
working and it’s completely understandable to feel frustrated, but bitching
and complaining about it isn’t going to help. And continuing to do the same
things that aren’t working, and expecting different results is going to drive
you crazy. 
 
Go back and ask yourself why someone should buy from you? What truly
makes you unique? Now go through and make sure everything you are doing
is sending that consistent message to your prospects.
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Shiny Object Syndrome 
 

Why: 
It’s what you do! You are a badass who did something that most people wish
they could do...start your own business! You are a visionary, a dreamer, and a
dreamer has to dream! Keep dreaming, but know when it’s the right time to
leverage your business for growth and don’t try and build a second story on
top of an unstable foundation.  Timing is everything when it comes to
building your business, and you absolutely have to make sure that everything
you are currently doing is working before you move on to your next idea or
project. When you take on a new project (or several new projects), it takes up
valuable resources of time and money, resources that could and should be
used to make sure your current business projects are solid and running
smoothly without you. 
 
Another reason that so many entrepreneurs are spread so thin is that they get
so excited about introducing a new service, feature, or product that they just
jump right in without really evaluating the idea. Then, halfway through, they
realize that maybe this isn’t the direction they want to be going or it isn’t
working the way they thought it would, and they get frustrated. So, what do
they do then? Jump to another project, of course, because it’s exciting, and
they are just positive that this new project is the one...again before creating a
plan.
 

What to do: 
As much as it sucks to focus on the problems in your business, you absolutely
have to get those resolved and have everything running smoothly before you
move on to the next project. Once you have all of your procedures, systems,
and policies in place, you have a solid marketing plan and system that is
consistently bringing in leads and revenue; then you can start looking for
ways to expand and diversify your business. 
 
Think about what excites you about growing your business and then take
those ideas and ask yourself if they are something that is of value and people
really need or want. The best way to determine this is to look to your current
business model and ask yourself if there is anything that you have heard your
customer’s talking about that they need or want and are unable to find. 
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Tapping into your already loyal customer base when diversifying is a great
way to stack the odds in your favor for success. If you aren’t sure, ask. Asking
your current clients what they want or need is again, a great way to know the
best direction to go in that will yield the greatest results. 
 
Once you do decide on a direction to grow the business, do your due
diligence and create a plan and only divert your efforts if it becomes
absolutely clear that the direction you are going is not going to be a
successful one. If you have done your homework, this shouldn’t be the case.
Once you have your new venture up and running smoothly, you can then
move on to the next exciting idea. 
 
Because I am also an idea person, I have come up with a trick that helps me
with my “Shiny Object Syndrome,” I have a Google Doc called Master List
(you can obviously call it anything you want), and on this list, I write down
every idea that pops into my head at any time. This way, I can get it out of
my head and onto paper so that I can go back through the list when I am
ready to start a new project and review all of the ideas I have had. I also use
this list if I come across anything that is of interest to me but isn’t a priority
at the time. For instance, if I come across a website that I love, a report or a
blog post, etc., I will save a link to the site so that I can go back and review it
when I am ready. 
 
In my Google Docs, I also have another list that is my To Do list that I only
keep the projects that I am working on at the time. If there are ever ideas or
anything I find that is related to these current projects, but I don’t have time
right that moment to attend to them, I will put them on this list. I like using
Google Docs because you can access it on your computer as well as on your
phone (on or offline) so you can have access to your lists no matter where you
are.
 

Mindset: 
As I mentioned before, it is very exciting to think of and execute new ideas in
your business, but it can also be very scary. Fear of failure, fear of success,
fear of criticism, are all things you may be dealing with when it comes to
growing your business. 
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If you are someone who has started project after project without ever seeing
anything truly come to fruition, this can be very frustrating. It is easy to beat
yourself up and feel like a failure or someone who can’t follow through on
things. Be kind to yourself and realize that it can be very intoxicating to
think big and to think about what a new idea or venture could mean to your
business. When you are struggling in your business this thought can
sometimes be the only thing keeping you going and bringing a little passion
for your business back into your life. 
 
I still want you to dream, and I still want you to come up with as many ideas
as you can, just remember to focus on one thing at a time.
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I can’t get people to pay what I am worth! 
 

Why: 
Pricing can be a tricky thing, but the bottom line is that if the majority of
your prospects are “price shopping” then that is a pretty clear indicator that
your business is seen as a commodity. What I mean by this is that they are
just seeing your service as that...the particular service that you are offering.
They aren’t seeing the value that you will bring to their life by going with
your business over another. This is your job as a business owner, to make sure
that through your brand, your policies, procedures, systems, staff, marketing,
everything...you are showing them that you are unique and that you can be
trusted. I know I may sound like a broken record, but I can’t stress to you
enough how important it is to stand out in the marketplace and represent a
cohesive image based on your mission, vision, USP, and your brand.
 

What to do: 
If you haven’t yet figured out who your ideal target market is and why they
should go with you above anyone else, that is your first job! Sorry...price,
quality, and customer service are not unique; these are things that should be
standard business practices. Yes, you can choose price (particularly being the
lowest priced) as your USP, but this is not an easy road and also not a very
profitable one as it will depend on doing a large volume of services to be
successful. You could have customer service be your USP, but if you do, you
better be ready to go miles above and beyond what anyone else is willing to
do in order to make your customers happy...like we’re talking 100% money-
back guarantee, customer satisfaction, no questions asked, no restrictions! If
you do take this approach, just make sure that you have the highest quality
services available, PLUS rock-solid procedures, systems, and policies in place. 
 
Another reason people may be hesitant to book with you at the prices you
are charging is trust. A great way to establish trust is to educate. It doesn’t
matter if you are a hairdresser, a dog groomer, a life coach or a
plumber...write blog posts, record videos, post valuable content on social
media...all of these things are going to connect you to people and inspire
them to want to work with you or your company. 
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Finally, I feel like I wouldn't be doing my job if I didn’t mention that you
may actually be charging too much for what you are offering! I have worked
with business owners who were at the very high end of pricing for their
industry but, honestly, did not have the business model, brand, or even
service at that time to be demanding these prices. There is nothing wrong
with catering to high end customers but if you do, just be ready to give a
high-end, luxury experience from beginning to end OR if you are setting
yourself apart as an expert at something in your industry, just make sure you
truly ARE the expert and are willing to prove it.
 

Mindset: 
Confusion, doubt, frustration are all common feelings when you are having a
hard time getting prospects to pay your rates. You really need to put your
ego aside and ask yourself what you are truly worth based on the
marketplace, your brand or niche, and how much of a specialist you are in
your industry. How long you have been in business is also a big factor.  I
personally don’t think it’s realistic to come right out of the gate charging the
high end of your industry. You may need to start your pricing a little lower,
and as momentum builds and you begin to gain insights, knowledge, and a
happy customer base, you can then begin to raise your pricing.
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I have no idea what to do or where to start? 
 

Why: 
It is possible that you are feeling this way because you are burnt out,
frustrated, and overwhelmed, and it is hard to come up with ideas and
solutions when you are in this mindset.  Secondly, you simply don’t know
what you don’t know. Like myself, most entrepreneurs start their businesses
out as craftspeople or “workers” (hairdresser, graphic artist, florist, baker,
etc.), and they have no idea whatsoever about what it takes to run a business.
I truly hope that this guide has given you some direction as to where to start.
 

What to do: 
I suggest that you plan a day (or even a weekend), and take some time to
focus on your business. Ideally, go somewhere away from your normal
routine, go to a hotel, go to the beach, or even just spend the day at the
library or Starbucks, anywhere where you won’t be bothered, and you can
have a block of uninterrupted time to think. Make sure you are in a positive
headspace, focus on where you want your business to ideally go instead of
focusing on the problems you may be facing in your business right now. 
 
Go through every aspect of your business and write down every area that is
not running perfectly smoothly. Once you have this list done, go back
through and start to prioritize. Once you have prioritized, start to
brainstorm ideas of what you can do. 
 
Go back and review the list of the eight essential areas of business (vision,
policies, procedures & systems, leadership, brand, marketing, and growth)
and start to think about what you can do in each area to solve the problems
you may be having. If you are in a position to hire a professional, I strongly
recommend it. The right business consultant or coach can give you valuable
new insight into your business as well as provide focus, structure, and
accountability that you need to get out of your rut and take your business to
the next level. If you can’t afford help right now, check out Score.org, where
you can get free one-on-one business mentoring in your area.
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Mindset:  
You may be feeling confused and overwhelmed, but I know that if you were
brave enough to start your own business and you took the time to download
and read this Ebook, then you are the type of person who is going to
persevere and do what it takes to succeed. I am going to get cheesy here for a
minute, but the world needs more people like you...people who are not
willing to settle for working a dead-end job that you hate. You started your
business for a reason because you want more out of life, and I know you are
not going to let setbacks get you down. Take some time to recharge and get
back out there and kick some ass!
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I am feeling overwhelmed, anxious, frustrated,
scared, tired, burnt out, confused, angry, etc … 

 

Why: 
Because running your own business is really friggen hard, but when you
figure out how to do it right, and you start to begin to reap the rewards,
there is nothing more satisfying! Do not beat yourself up, you are not alone,
and it’s not your fault! There are going to be many setbacks along the way on
your road to success and, I hate to break it to you, but as long as you
continue to put yourself out there and grow your empire, you will continue
to encounter setbacks.
 

What to do: 
Embrace each experience and learn from it. Reframe it, and instead of
thinking of it as a failure, think of it as trial and error. Everything you do
that doesn’t turn out exactly as you planned is just another step closer to
creating your ideal business. The good news is that, as you begin to learn
more and more about business, each “failure” is going to be that much easier
to deal with. 
 
The first step for dealing with any situations or negative feelings that you
have in your life is radical acceptance. So much of our time is spent playing
the “why” and “what if” game!  Why is this happening to me? Why did I make
that decision? Why did I hire that person? What if I can’t turn this around?
What if I lose my business? What if, what if, what if...this is a slippery slope
and the farther you fall, the harder it is to get back up. Stop your mind
whenever it starts to go down this negative what-if road. 
 
One of the mantras I live by is It Is What It Is. I’m sure you have heard the
saying a million times, but it truly is the beginning of turning around
negative feelings. It is what it is! I am where I am! It really really sucks, but
that’s what it is! So...now what am I going to do about it? I can spend my
time and energy freaking out and stressing about it, or I can take that time
and energy and figure out the next logical step and then the next and the
next. Clarify your vision...constantly remind yourself why you do what you
do and keep moving forward!
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I truly hope that this guide has given you some answers and some direction in your
business. I know it was a lot of information, but remember, just take it one step at a
time. I am here to help, and I would love to talk with you about your business and
answer any questions you may have.  
 
Feel free to visit my website at www.GinaLudwigConsulting.com and sign up for a
free 30-minute consultation or email me at gina@ginaludwigconsulting.com if you
have any questions. 
 
Thanks so much and go kick some ass!
 
XO
Gina

http://www.ginaludwigconsulting.com/

